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December 2, 2003
Review for Second Exam
Five Main Topics I
(Subtopics are examples!)

• Security
  - Internet Security
  - Authorization, identification, *etc.*
  - Spam

• Digital Content Distribution
  - Business models
  - Technical protection systems
  - P2P systems
  - Music vs. movies
Five Main Topics II
(Subtopics are examples!)

• Open Source and Peer Production
• Privacy
  - OECD principles
  - “Public records”
• Copyright
  - Copyright law
  - DMCA
  - Interaction of law and technology
Four Main Sources  
(Primarily 10/16/03 and after)

- Lecture Notes
- Exam questions and answers on relevant topics from CPSC155.
- Homework
- Reading assignments
Formats of Exam Questions

• True/False
• Multiple Choice
• “Match” items in left column with those in right
• Short (verbal) answer: Definitions or explanations expressed in a few sentences
• Short (technical) answer